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MERĦBA

Venue: Valletta Entrance
Time: 19.00 

Enter Valletta and be greeted by Notte Bianca’s 
very own Ringmaster. The Ringmaster’s own 
face will be projected onto the buildings, as he 
waxes lyrical about all the night’s ongoing events, 
while a digital artist will be projecting animated 
illustrations behind him as people stream into the 
capital. 

 
NOTTE BIANCA 2016 OPENING 

Venue: Auberge de Castille
Time: 19.00 

No night of festivities would be complete without 
a little pomp and circumstance. In that fashion 
Notte Bianca opens grandiosely with a special 
Maltese banda fanfare and the historical re-
enactment troupe In Guardia firing cannons and 
muskets from around Valletta.

ĠEJJA DGĦAJSA

Venue: Strait Street, Vincenti Building
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Walk into a street of floating paper boats. Ġejja 
Dgħajsa is an interactive installation by William 
Bondin and the Interactive Architecture Lab, 
which explores meaning and symbolism attributed 
to boats. Taking inspiration from the fragility of 
boats, the aim of the installation is to initiate 
a discussion about hope, fear and tolerance. 
Walk through this innovative installation, where 
paper boats float on metal stalks. See how the 
boats move, sway and glow according to your 
movements and touch. 

PLANĊIER DIĠITALI

Venue: Old Mint Street, corner with Old Theatre
Time: 19.15 – 2.00

Experience the visual arts in a digital realm. 
Planċier Diġitali is a virtual reality painting 
experience that combines both art old and new. 
A number of traditional artists from different 
backgrounds, working in different styles and with 

different philosophies, will be thrust into the 
digital world in order to explore their art in three 
dimensions. Paint will float and glow in the air.

SHAKESPEARE 400

Venue: Teatru Manoel
Time: 19.00 – 00:45

Celebrate all things Shakespeare in the majestic 
Teatru Manoel. Experience live renditions of 
some of the Bard’s most famous scenes and 
monologues in WhatsTheirNames Theatre’s 
We Live to Tread on Kings.  Join in Teatru 
Grokk's fun interactive session Sunett 155, 
where actors with help from the audience will 
create a Shakespearian sonnet in Maltese. And if 
Elizabethan music is what you are after, then sit 
back and enjoy VIBE (the Valletta International 
Baroque Ensemble) who will be performing music 
inspired by Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets.

KARAOKE TA’ VERA

Venue: Court Rooms
Time: 19.00 – 00:45

After the huge massive success that it was last 
year, Karaoke ta' Vera returns bigger and better. 
Channel your inner rock star on this live karaoke 
stage. Forget badly recorded playback tracks. 
Instead jump up on stage with a real live band, 
choose your song of choice and sing your heart 
out to the masses. Join the popular duo Xarulu’ 
and Fakawi for live renditions of all your favourite 
classic songs. 

SAĦĦA BOWIE, SAĦĦA PRINCE

Venue: Fort St Elmo Entrance
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

2016 has been a sad year for music. Two 
monumental music legends passed away, David 
Bowie and Prince, their deaths sudden and 
untimely. During their expansive careers, these 
two musicians were pioneers of pop music, 
restless creative souls who never rested on their 
laurels as they so easily could have. Join this 
music tribute Saħħa Bowie, Saħħa Prince, which 
features over 50 guitarists, and bid farewell to 
these unparalleled icons. 



ŻIFFAŻFIN

Venue: St John's Square, and Merchants Street
Time: 19.00 – 01.00

Dance the night away! The ever popular ŻiffaŻfin 
returns yet again to showcase a plethora of dance 
in order to get bodies moving all around the 
capital city. This year’s edition focuses on the 
exciting, spirited world of contemporary dance. 
From hip-hop to parkour, and even street dance 
flash mobs, move to the rhythms of the night. 
Featuring Sticks and Stones, Endurance, Urban 
Echo Troupe.

Sticks & Stones
Since childhood and into their conscription in 
the army, Goliath has used his size to protect his 
best friend, David. But all the while he is bullied, 
David studies how to utilize his small stature to 
his advantage and strategizes a plot for revenge 
against those who have wronged him. Through 
mastering the spear and eventually devising the 
slingshot, David learns to fight from a distance, 
protect himself, and—perhaps—even become the 
new bully.

Thundering its percussive score through a chorus 
of soldiers beating seven-foot staffs, Sticks 
and Stones harkens back to ancient theatrical 
traditions.

NOTTE BIANCA VILLAĠĠ

Venue: Upper Barrakka
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

The Upper Barrakka will be hosting Villaġġ, a 
trade fair for various entities and local NGOs who 
will be exhibiting and promoting their services 
and organisations. Wander around and see if 
anything piques your interest. Musical groups 
Rima Duo and Aurora Folk will be keeping the 
night alive with lively rootsy music.

CLASSIC LIFT

Venue: Barrakka Lift Landing, Lascaris Wharf
Time: 19.30 – 23.00

Elevator music has never sounded this good. 
Classic Lift sees one of Malta’s finest pianists 
delight Notte Bianca patrons with a selection 
of great classical pieces. Clifford Borg is locally 
renowned for his skills on the keys and has given 

a number of concerts in Malta and abroad, namely 
in the London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Koblenz, 
Paris, and Pozzallo.

TRITTI TRATTI

Venue: Central Bank, St James Bastions
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

It’s time to glam up! The Notte Bianca red carpet 
is equipped with costumes and a makeup artist, so 
that you and your friends can look like stars. Get 
your souvenir pictures taken at one of the many 
photo booths.

MILONGA MALTIJA

Venue: MCC Long Hall
Time: 19.30 – 00.00

There is no dance quite as evocative and sensual 
as the Tango. Set against the beautiful backdrop 
of the Marsamxett Harbour, the Argentine Tango 
Association will be tangoing the night away with 
the passion of a thousand fiery suns. Have your 
roses at the ready.

SCIENCE IN THE CITY

Venue: Palace Courtyard
Time: 19.30 – 00.00

Channel your inner Einstein in Science in the 
City. Join in all the weird science activities, 
experiments and innovative installations in 
the Grandmaster’s Palace Courtyard. There will 
be revving cars, anthropomorphic sculptures, 
an evolution of psychiatry exhibition courtesy 
of Mount Carmel Hospital, Malta’s seabird 
secrets, and many more interactive games and 
experiments. Also featured are a number of 
science shows, short plays, and a talk by renowned 
neuroscientist Ludvig Zrinzo. The area is a must 
see!

Science in the City is organised by the University 
of Malta, Malta Chamber of Scientists, and 
Research Trust (RIDT), together with a host 
of partners and supported by the EU’s Marie 
Skłodowska-Curie Action of the Horizon 2020 
(H2020) Programme (2014–2020).



MAĠIJA INFERMERIA

Venue: MCC
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Enter the old Sacra Infermeria for a little hocus-
pocus. Some of Malta’s most masterly magicians 
will be performing their tricks and spells up close. 
But keep an eye on these wizardly tricksters, you 
don’t want any clever sleight of hand to cost you 
your personal belongings. For added effect, the 
Sacra Infermeria will be restored to its former 
glory, recreating the mood and atmosphere of the 
hospital during the time it was established under 
the Knights of St. John.

KORIJIET TAL-MADALENA

Venue: Church of St. Mary Magdalene
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Building upon last year’s success, two of Malta’s 
finest choirs will be gracing the recently restored 
late-16th century Church of St. Mary Magdalene 
with the sound of their angelic voices. Take some 
time out from the bustling streets and enjoy some 
meditative, calm choral music. The programme 
will be performed by the Enkor Choir and the Joy 
Gospel Singers.

RUMANI FIL-BELT

Venue: Around Valletta
Time: 19.30 – 2.00

There seems to be some rift in the space-time 
continuum. Rumour has it that people have been 
spotting Roman soldiers suddenly appearing 
around Valletta’s streets before wandering into 
doors, never to be seen again. So keep your eyes 
peeled for any of these Romans who may (or may 
not) charge down streets causing a ruckus and 
then just as suddenly exit from out of sight. One 
or two of these sandal-clad soldiers may even get 
left behind from their infantry. Try and catch the 
evidence on camera.

FESTA FESTUN

Venue: Republic Street
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

In almost every Maltese washroom, somewhere 

on the shelf above the washing machine, is a box 
that jingles whenever you move it, and in that 
box is a festoon made of tens of incandescent 
lightbulbs ready to be propped up like sails on a 
ship as the village feast inches closer. Festoons 
are a staple icon of Maltese culture. On those hot 
and humid summer nights, our streets, churches, 
rooftops and village squares become works of 
art that twinkle like stars when looked upon 
from a distance. Festa Festun, an interactive light 
installation by Andrew Schembri, will be a play 
on this quirky Maltese tradition. It will allow 
members of the public to control an array of 
1,000 individually addressable lightbulbs along 
Republic Street to create grandiose visuals full of 
movement and colour. . . as any true Maltese feast 
demands!

CROSSROADS

Venue: Castille Plâce
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Explore the intricacies of the human condition 
in this artistic installation. Crossroads is an 
installation that represents a cultural globe of 
continents united with the cross stitching of 
bizzilla (lace), which is a traditional Maltese craft. 
Two raw wooden circles hold all that we are made 
from: nature, minerals and the abstract. The lace 
represents all the various cultures from around 
the globe. For culture we travel, we work, we unite 
and we change ideas and perceptions of life. Every 
single knot of the lace reflects the support by 
governments to the world of the arts and culture 
as well as the achievements of artists and creative 
people who contribute towards society. 

This installation is created by production designer 
Antoine Farrugia in celebration of the Crossroads 
theme of the IFACCA world summit happening in 
October 2016.

FIL-KJU

Venue: Around Valletta
Time: 19:00 – 2:00

Thanks to Fil-Kju, an augmented reality city 
experience. Grab your smartphone, scan the codes 
you find littered around Valletta, and discover 
hidden stashes of poetry related to the area 
you are in. Look around Strait Street, the Upper 
Barrakka and Republic Street - among many 
other streets and piazzas - to discover the city at 



its most poetic. No one enjoys queuing up, but 
Notte Bianca’s queues have become a lot more 
entertaining this year

DESIGN4DCITY feat. NONOTAK STUDIO and 
CYGNA

Venue: Piazza d’Armi, St Elmo
Time: 21:30 – 23:40

Engage with the city in new and innovative ways. 
Design4DCity is an experiment in the sharing of 
knowledge and common space. 

Berlin-based activists Urban Action will be 
holding a four-day workshop that will culminate 
in a presentation concerning ideas for a better, 
more engaging, urban environment where we can 
actively work, live and play.

Design4DCity will see Paris-based Nonotak 
Studio make their Malta debut. The duo, 
comprised of illustrator Noemi Schipfer and the 
architect musician Takami Nakamoto, has become 
renowned for creating ethereal, immersive and 
dreamlike sound and light environments meant to 
envelope viewers. Their work has been exhibited 
at institutions and galleries including the Tokyo 
Grant Hyatt Hotel, l'Opéra de Lyon, Batiment 
d'Art Contemporain de Genève, Theater de NWE 
Vorst, La Fabrique, Pavillon Carré de Baudouin, Le 
Générateur.

Maltese musician and sound designer Mario 
Sammut, known as Cygna, will be contributing his 
own brand of symphonic ambient soundscapes to 
the project. In 2011 he launched his album Opus 
Ena at the National Museum of Fine Arts. Cygna 
has participated at numerous international art 
festivals around Europe such as the Glastonbury 
festival in UK, Aurora in Greece, Sun festival in 
Hungary, Hadra in France, and many others.

Design4DCity is a collaboration between 
the Valletta Design Cluster, the Valletta 2018 
Foundation and Notte Bianca Valletta.

SUR JAZZ

Venue: St. Barbara’s Bastion
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Be whisked away to the bohemian era of 1930s 
gypsy jazz on St. Barbara’s Bastion bridge. In 1934 

guitarist Django Reinhardt and violinist Stephane 
Grappelli founded the jazz group Quintet of 
the Hot Club of France. Now Malta has its very 
own version of these jazz manouche pioneers, 
the Valletta Hot Club. Founded by much-loved 
local violinist George Curmi (il-Puse) in 2014, 
the quintet is comprised of accordionist Yuri 
Charyguine, guitarists Joshua Bray and Steve Delia, 
with Anthony Saliba on bass. 

KANVASKARNIVAL

Venue: St. Elmo Granaries
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Immerse yourself in the kaleidoscopic world of 
the Maltese Karnival. Try your hand at painting 
one of the traditional carnival floats, which will be 
stripped bare of their usual fluorescent colours 
and left bare white. These floats are your canvas. 
An assortment of paints will be available for you 
to design parts of the float any which way you 
wish. Make sure to get the kids involved too. And 
to put you in that special Carnival mood, a Guggen 
band will playing as boisterously as one would 
expect all around the area.

KUNĊERTUN

Venue: St. George Square
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Some of the finest local bands will be taking the 
stage at St. George’s Square. Co-ordinated by 
local music journalist and DJ Michael Bugeja, this 
music programme is sure to keep the night alive 
and buzzing with music. Come watch Waterwings, 
Chris & Moira, The Travellers, Funk Initiative 
and Joseph Portelli deliver live sets of original 
material as well as a few covers for good measure. 
Between each band’s set, there will also be 
performances by ŻfinMalta along with a DJ set.

TINA ‘MAST  

Venue: Castille Plâce
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

The band waits silently on the planċier. Step up to 
the podium, raise the baton, and see if you have 
what it takes to become an adept band conductor. 
As soon you wave your hand, the musicians will 



come to life and play to the beat of your own 
drum. Stop, and the music will die out just as 
suddenly.

XI KSUĦAT

Venue: de La Valette Square
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

The 450th anniversary of Malta’s capital city 
Valletta is being commemorated with a unique 
sculpture. The skyline of Valletta will be sculpted 
out of ice, a feat that has never been attempted 
before. See the city’s familiar sights lovingly 
formed out of solid ice. This will be one ice cool 
piece of art.

THE BEST OF THE SHORT FILM FESTIVAL

Venue: Pjazza Teatru Rjal
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

For the past 8 years, the Malta Short Film Festival 
has been entertaining television audiences 
on TVM with films from all over the world, in 
different styles and genres, together with expert 
appraisal that inspires critical thinking. During 
Notte Bianca, audiences will have the chance to 
re-experience the films that were awarded the 
top honour Best Picture at the Pjazza Teatru Rjal 
Theatre. The Malta Film Foundation produces 
the festival with the support of the Good Causes 
Fund, TVM, and Radisson Blu Resort and is a 
beneficiary of the Cultural Partnership Agreement 
through Arts Council Malta.

List of winners ‘BEST PICTURE’ MSFF

2009 - 303 (David Serge – Director)
2010 - PASEO (Arturo Ruiz - Serrano Director)
2011 - MORNING STAR (Edward Goldner – 
Director)
2012 - THE CORTEGE (Marina Seresesky – 
Director)  
2013 - THE APPLE OF MY EYE (Josecho De 
Linares – Director) 
2014 - SERENA (Eric Lamhene – Director)   
2015 - OH MY PRINCESS (Heewook Sa – Director) 
2016 - Chauteau Sauvignon: Terroir (David Maire – 
Director)

VIŻIV

Venue: St James Cavalier
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Spazju Kreattiv is collaborating with Notte 
Bianca in presenting a series of multidisciplinary 
projects.  The programme includes international 
exhibition 'TPOTY: Travel Photographer of the 
Year' curated by Patrick Fenech in collaboration 
with Farsons Foundation, He Ping's project 
'Persistence of Form' in collaboration with the 
China Cultural Centre, and transmedia installation 
'Insanity and Vanity' curated by Angele Galea. 

TPOTY: Travel Photographer of the Year
The TPOTY: Travel Photographer of The Year is 
an international photographic competition – a 
showcase to the world – which has been running 
for the past eight years by the organisation with 
the same name, based in London. This time round, 
however, The Farsons Foundation in collaboration 
with Spazju Kreattiv, took it upon themselves 
to present a selection of eighty award-winning 
photographs which have featured in this leading 
Travel Photography Award over the past years.

Persistence of Form
In Persistence of Form, He Ping infuses 
quintessential elements of Chinese culture with 
a contemporary and modern expressionistic 
approach. Despite the abstract facade of the 
works, Ping’s abstraction is, in effect, deeply 
rooted in nature, life and mankind as he attributes 
their intrinsic qualities with a spiritual impression 
visible through their external physical form. Ping’s 
forms are animated with the bold invigorating 
monochrome contrast of black Chinese ink 
against a white background, or through a fusion of 
bright-coloured paint which radiates a different 
kind of life force.

Aesthetically, Ping’s works resemble rotund 
personas absorbed in introspective meditation. 
Yet, his simplified representations, or rather 
symbols, venture into the realm of minimalism 
wherein elements hidden to the human eye are 
revealed through images defined by the familiar 
forms of traditional Chinese calligraphy.

The Insanity of Vanity
Every human individual wishes to leave his or her 
mark on the world we live in – to not be forgotten. 
The Insanity of Vanity is a one of a kind exposé 
on our own perception within the digital age. 
Commissioned by Notte Bianca, these paintings 
represent the habitual need for self-preservation, 



interestingly captured in the contemporary 
obsession of the selfie.  This art exhibition, 
premiering at Notte Bianca, is curated by Angele 
Galea, and presents the same actor in different 
situations and emotions.

L-GĦANJA TAL-POPLU – ĊELEBRAZZJONIJIET 
TAL-40 SENA

Venue: Pjazza Teatru Rjal
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

This year marks the 40th anniversary of a much 
loved Maltese music festival, L-Għanja tal-Poplu. 
Some of the best songs from throughout the years 
will be interpreted by a live orchestra at Pjazza 
Teatru Rjal. During its extensive run, over 3600 
songs written in Maltese were submitted to enter 
the festival, resulting in over 600 finalists. The 
festival involves a number of people, including 
lyricists, composers, singers, musicians, besides 
the many production and organising members. 

This special live performance is being organised 
thanks to the Arts Council Malta by means of the 
Cultural Partnership Agreement. L-Għanja tal-
Poplu is part of the musical heritage of Malta and 
is sure to continue for many years to come.

TIKKA BANDA

Venue: Around Valletta
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

No Maltese festival would be complete without 
a traditional Maltese banda. Marching around 
Valletta’s streets, you’re bound to come across 
Tikka Banda, a sort of streamlined version of the 
usual big Maltese bandas. However, that doesn’t 
mean they are any less boisterous! The ensemble 
of 10 bandsmen was purposely created to express 
Maltese traditions through traditional Maltese 
melodies.

RINAXXIMENT

Venue: Pjazza Indipendenza
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Step into the past and enjoy a snapshot the 17th 
Century courtesy of historical re-enactment 
society Show of Arms. Enter the tavern and meet 
some of the colourful characters from the past. 

Enjoy a hearty mug of mead. Peruse the weaponry 
and educate yourself on typical fire drills 
according to French manuscripts pertaining to the 
era. And watch the exquisite swordsmanship on 
display in the rapier and side-sword duels.

ISSUQ SAL-BELT

Venue: Valletta Ring Road
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Petrolheads and car enthusiasts can enjoy a 
vintage car show of a lifetime. Vehicles of all kinds 
will be displayed all around the ring road from 
Baviera up to Fort St Elmo. Feast your eyes on 
old restored tal-linja lorries, ex-police vehicles, 
fire engines, riot-vans, military vehicles, and ex-
commissioner cars. There are also plenty classic 
and vintage cars, lorries and motor cycles.

BIEB IL-BOMBI

Venue: Porte des Bombes
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Every single day, hundreds of locals and tourists 
drive under the Bieb il-Bombi monument in 
Floriana on their way to Valletta. But very few 
people know that there is access to the top 
of these gates. Take this opportunity to visit 
the overpass of these monumental gates and 
get a different perspective of these historical 
fortifications. DJ Svetlana Muscat and Pierre 
Cordina will be providing entertainment.

PINTATEATRU

Venue: Various
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Teatru Muskettieri (under the direction of Keith 
Borg)
Venue: Merchants Street & St George’s Square

Short sketches written by Chales Clews. The 
comic and literary contribution by Clews can 
perhaps be better appreciated performed in 
the architectural period within which they were 
written: the period after World War II, when Malta 
was in a state of great disarray and the people 
were still hurting from the continuous bombings 
and from extreme hunger.



Adam u Eva (under the direction of Diandra Anne 
Mamo)
Venue: Merchant Street

D2V Theatre presents ADAM U EVA, a Maltese 
One Act play written by the playwright Guze' 
Aquilina, which is being specially adapted and 
debuted at Notte Bianca. It is a surreal play 
performed outside the Metropolis in Old Theatre 
Street. 

An old man comes home and is invaded by a 
series of characters he never expects to meet: 
himself. Chaos and confusion ensues, while guilt 
and pain reopen soul-wounds of an exile long 
wished to be forgotten. Life and a chance of 
redemption are in the bargain. The final decision 
is in the palm of his hands.

BARRAKKA MEDJEVALI

Venue: Lower Barrakka
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

The Barrakka has gone Medieval! Wander around 
the Lower Barrakka and immerse yourself in 
life during the Medieval times courtesy of 
re-enactment groups Projeckt Lazarus Malta 
and Fratres in Armis. Groups of medieval re-
enactment enthusiasts will take the stage here 
to portray life in the Medieval age in Central 
Europe, from the fall of the Roman Empire to 
the 15th Century. Meet hospitaliers, falconers, 
apothecaries, and crusaders. See up close 
representations of archery, sword fighting, cooking 
on open fire, and tents showcasing all sorts of 
weapons and pottery. The well-known band 
Bottega will provide the evening’s entertainment.

SERATA KAMRATA
 
Venue: Camarata
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Ċikku l-Poplu returns with a musical mix of 
original satirical songs written in Maltese where 
nothing and no one leaves unscathed. Ċikku 
l-Poplu was founded by composer and musician 
Alex Vella Gregory, and was created with the 
intention of providing music for a number of 
diverse adult entertainments, including a number 
of Burlesque shows. The songs incorporate 
political, social and personal themes, which 
are all given a good measure of humour under 

the Ċikku l-Poplu brand. Some of Ċikku’s more 
popular songs include Citylights, Ir-Raġel tal-
Arloġġ, Ġiġa, Sex Education u Kantata Nru. 2 
‘Fejsbuk’. A number of special guests will join 
in, including flamenco dancer Deborah Falzon 
and collaborations by Janet Vella and the LMNT 
Company:

eLe'MeNTi presents METAMORFOSI: an 
unlikely intercultural fusion with Flamenco by 
Deborah Falzon and the expressive movement 
of Janet Vella, in all that is Dance, Yoga and life. 
Two artists unite in adverse stories to share the 
spaces they collectively represent and those 
that lay between them. Shedding layers of self 
through a metamorphic transformation, they 
transition from living in separateness to reaching 
interconnectedness.

ĦUĠĠIEĠA ĦĠIEĠ

Venue: National Library
Time: 19.00 – 11.00

Following last year`s successful participation 
at Notte Bianca, Mdina Glass is delighted to be 
making a return. Last year, the leading producer 
of handmade glassware lit up a stretch of Strait 
Street with a spectacular canopy of its colourful 
hanging pot lights. This time around, Mdina Glass 
is planning something enchanting and magical 
with a display of its stunning candlelit Nero 
Lattice lanterns, and this time in a different part 
of the capital city. Be sure to pay this installation 
a visit outside the National Library.

NOTTE BIANCA FIT-TLETT IBLIET

Venue: Three Cities
Time: 19.00 – 11.00

Are you planning to queue up for the ferry from 
the three cities? Do you want to visit a museum 
until the queue has calmed down? If it is the 
case or you just want a different experience, 
this year Notte Bianca is taking over the three 
cities too! Bormla has gone all Classic, thanks 
to a baby grand by the ferry where the Versatile 
Quintet will be entertaining the audience with a 
selection of Opera Buffa and entertaining Arias. 
Senglea will be Rocking with the No Clue band 
who will be performing a set classic rock covers in 
celebration of Isla’s rocking history. And after last 
year’s Għana max-xatt success, this year Birgu’s 



waterfront will be entertained with għannejja 
focusing on makjetti and the Jackson Pipe Band 
playing around the waterfront with their żaqq, 
żafżafa, imrietel and tnabar. The Inquisitor’s 
Palace and the Maritime Museum in Birgu shall be 
open to the public on the night. And if you have 
some Notte Bianca blues the next morning and 
wish for more cultural experiences, then visit Fort 
St Angelo in Birgu, which will be specially open 
on Sunday between 10.00 to 14.00. 

LIVE ON FACEBOOK

Venue: Around Valletta
Time: 19.00 – 2.00

Can’t make it to Valletta’s big night? Not to worry. 
Join our Facebook live stream, as members of 
our team will be roaming around the city streets 
providing live footage for your entertainment. 
Watch all of Notte Bianca’s highlights in real time.

This programme has been published on 23/09/2016 and is 
subject to change.


